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O lonkho is the ancient epic of the 
Sakha people, where warriors 
fight with monsters and severe 
nature. It describes how the entire nation of strong and proud people survived. In 2005 the UNESCO proclaimed Olonkho a masterpiece of oral and intangible heritage of humanity. Centuries passed by; the Land of Olonkho has changed, as well as its name. Nowadays it is called the Sakha republic (Yakutia).

Yakutia takes one’s breath with its vast territory of 3 000 000 square kilometers. Making one fifth part of Russia, the Sakha Republic (Yakutia) is the largest subject of the Russian Federation; in fact, it is the largest administrative territorial unit in the world. It could contain five countries the France size. The republic spans three time zones. Given the population of 958.2 thousand people, there are three square kilometers per each person – more than anywhere in the world. Representatives of 120 ethnic groups live here, with Yakuts accounting for 45.5%, Russians – 41.2%, Ukrainians – 3.6%, Evenks – 1.9%, and Evens – 1.2% of the population. The capital Yakutsk, one of the oldest towns 

in Siberia, is built on permafrost. In the 17th century, the Russian Cossacks were first Europeans reaching this land. In 1632, their chief Pyotr Beketov founded a fortress on the Lena River right bank, which later was named Yakutsk. The Russians brought Christianity here. 
 The North may conquer anyone’s heart with its primordial beauty and natural contrasts. Yakutia is known as the coldest region in the Northern hemisphere. Due to continental climate, the temperature fluctuation exceeds 100 degrees Celsius: the settlement of Oimyakon holds the cold record with -71.2 C, whereas in summer the temperature rises above 40 degrees C.

 This Northern land is rich in countless resources, and Yakutia boasts the title of subsurface reserves treasury. Over one hundred minerals are found in the republic: gold, tin, diamonds, oil and gas, mica, etc. Yakut diamond province is the largest in Russia, accounting for 90% of reserves and 95% of mining. Coal ranks as second export product. Yakutia supplies it to other Russian regions and Asian Pacific countries. Oil and gas industry, as well as timber industry also develop fast.

The Land of Olonkho – this is the way people of Yakutia used to call their country
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G ames and sports of indigenous people of Yakutia have a long history and have become a part of the common culture. They serve a means of physical education, kipping fit, leisure and entertainment. They reflect social relations, customs and lifestyle of the people.The lifestyle in this area is determined by severe climatic conditions, with down to - 65 degrees C in winter and +42 in summer, the natural environment and traditional trades. All these factors urged the people inhabiting this vast area to create original physical exercises, games and sports, which, in the course of centuries, evolved into a harmonious system of bringing-up growing generations. With their help, children and the youth acquire various physical and psychological qualities, as well as motor skills necessary for work and battle.
In central Yakutia, where mostly the Yakut people live, they practice national wrestling khapsagai, Yakut jumps, stick pulling, horse races; whereas in the Far North, populated with Evens, Dolgans, Yukagirs and Chukchi, the popular competitions are reindeer team races, lasso throwing, dog team races, jumping over sledges, skiing on hunter skis and alike.       In general, games of indigenous people in 

Yakutia were created to develop practical skills that people need in their everyday life. In the lapse of time, they were becoming more popular and sophisticated. There were games for general physical development, speed, stamina, strength, flexibility, coordination, accuracy, exactness, quick thinking and so on.
Eventually, there appeared competitions to reveal the best and strongest in these games. The legend goes that the first summer festival Ysyakh was arranged by Elley, who is considered the ancestor of all the Yakut people. That festival saw the first competitions in jumping, wrestling, archery, horse races, runners races. These and other national sports and games have been preserved almost in their original form.

Nowadays, physical education teachers and methodologists, enthusiasts have collected 235 physical exercises and games of competitive nature. For ten national sports, there have been developed competition rules and qualification standards, up to Master of Sports of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia) and of the Russian Federation; there take place competitions among amateurs on the local level to the republic’s championships, all-Russian and international tournaments.
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When the Yakut Committee of Physical Culture was established on 26 October 1923, some games and competitions were recognized national sports.Nowadays, national exercises, games and sports are used in the republic’s physical education system in four directions: in kindergartens, secondary schools, vocational and technical colleges and institutions of higher education – in the continuous system of physical education, which has educational, upbringing, health-improving and sportive functions; as the sportive part of the Ysyakh traditional summer festival, at competitions of the regional, republic’s, all-Russian and international levels; as entertainment and leisure activities during various festival and events; and in training high-class professional athletes.  Obviously, each direction has its own contents, aims and tasks.
 This step-by-step application of national games and sports in the physical education system led to successful transition to such  classical sports as freestyle wrestling, track and field athletics, boxing, archery and so on.   

 Yakutia has trained about 800 masters of sports of the USSR, Russia and the Sakha Republic (Yakutia). There are 25 honorable masters of sports of the USSR and Russia, 60 world-class masters of sport; two honorable coaches of the USSR, 32 honorable coaches of the RSFSR 

and Russia; 12 world-category referees; five Olympic champions, two silver medal winners, one bronze medal winner, with total 14 athletes from Yakutia taking part in the Olympic Games; one champion and several medal winners of the Deaflympics and Paralympics. 55 sports are practiced in the republic. In 45 of them there are masters of sport of Russia and the Sakha Republic (Yakutia). Indigenous people of Yakutia care about their national sports. People improve competition rules, qualification standards, compile teaching aides and books, conduct research on the use of traditional games and sports in the physical education system, revive forgotten games and competitions. All the activities on preservation and promotion of national sports and games are coordinated by the Republic’s Center for National Sports (Director Innokenty Grigoriev); the Association of National Sports and Games of Yakutia “Sakhaada-sport” (President       Alexander Kim-Kimen); the State Committee on Physical Education and Sport; Department for National Sports and Games, Institute of Physical Education and Sport, North-Eastern Federal University.
 At present, national sports and games are practiced throughout the republic – in all settlements, regional centers, towns, and schools. Most popular of them are mas-wrestling, khapsagai wrestling, and Yakut 
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jumps. Every year we witness about 50 competitions in mas-wrestling, 30 – in khapsagai, 30 – in Yakut jumps, 10 – in Northern games.

 Traditional sports and games thrive nowadays. The republic holds a number of large-scale competitions, for example the Sport Games of Peoples or competitions named after Vasily Manchary, a legendary Yakut hero. The national sports are included into the Children of Asia International Sport Games program; athletes compete in Yakut jumps at the Russian track and field athletics championship; the Russian Federation of mas-wrestling has held six championships. Khapsagai wrestling and mas-wrestling have recently been recognized by FILA, the International Federation of Associated Wrestling Styles – all these proving that traditions of our ancestors are alive.
     Valery KOCHNEV,

Doctor of Pedagogy, Professor,Department for National Sports and Games, 
NEFU  
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9P eople of Yakutia take pride in their original games and sports handed over from the ancient times. Developed over centuries, these physical exercises and competitions are used in the modern physical education system. The people have preserved them as they enhance strength and adroitness, quickness of thinking, which is vital under difficult Northern conditions.In the 1960s, several freestyle wrestlers appeared on the Soviet Union arena and immediately made themselves known. Later, athletes from our Northern land earned fame in boxing, weightlifting, various martial arts – kick-boxing, muay thai and others. In 1960, the Sakha people amounting to 400 thousand people only had their first Olympic champion – Timir Pinegin won the gold medal in yachting in Rome, which is rather unusual for inhabitants of the Far North.
The year 1972 saw the new era of Yakut sport, when wrestler Roman Dmitriev ascended the top of Olympic pedestal. Four years later, the Montreal Olympics witnessed the triumph of three Sakha wrestlers – the gold medal of Pavel Pinigin, silver medals of Roman Dmitriev and Alexander Ivanov. They all were fostered by Dmitry Korkin, a gifted 

coach, who founded the Yakut school of freestyle wrestling basing on principles of the national wrestling khapsagai.     
Representatives of quite a small ethnic group succeed in various sports, which is impressive. Some of them earned the all-Russian and international fame: Alexander Ivanov, the first world champion in kick-boxing from CIS countries; Andrei Artamonov, the first world champion in professional karate from the CIS countries; Nikolai Tsypandin, the three-time world champion in sambo; Anatoly Filippov, the Olympics psrticipant; Georgy Balakshin, the bronze medal winner in the Beijing Olympics, the Russian boxing team captain; Paralympic and Deaflympic athletes – swimmer Anastasia Diodorova, shooter Yevdokia Katorgina, wrestlers Sergei and Prokopy Nikolaevs, Yury Kopytov.

Undoubtedly, the explanation of this breakthrough lies in national sports and games, which our ancestors safeguarded and handed over from one generation to another. They obviously helped the population to survive and stay healthy under extreme climatic conditions.
Academician G.N. Volkov, a professional in ethnic pedagogy, once said: “The Sakha people have invented the comprehensive game civilization”. Yakut 
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national games take into account climatic and natural conditions of the severe Northern land, peculiarities of physical build and even local mentality; they teach children skills necessary for hunters and nomads – quickness and stamina, at the same time.Besides, and it is very important for the area where winter lasts for almost nine months, these games do not require much space or any peculiar and expensive equipment – any family can afford it.
For over fifty years, the most popular sport among the Sakha people has been freestyle wrestling. It is only natural, as since the ancient times most of all people have enjoyed the national wrestling khapsagai, which means “adroit, quick” in the Sakha language. These were the qualities every man needed to harvest an animal in endless and thick taiga, when it was 50-60 degrees below zero; they were vital for overcoming all the hardships of everyday life in the North. And people had to acquire them when they were children.

Originally, khapsagai was also a martial art – Yakut warriors combined wrestling technique with combat holds and various weapons. Khapsagai rules are clear and simple: one has to make his opponent touch the ground with any other third point, besides his feet. It may be even a finger tip – khapsagai is relentless to errors. Holds, hooking with a leg, ankle trips, twists, lifting an opponent 

– all these techniques are of Yakut origin and have names in Yakut. Combats require attention, adroitness, stamina, steadiness and keenness of observation. Every region in the republic has its own school of khapsagai.Many famous freestyle wrestlers started from khapsagai; nevertheless, in khapsagai combats, sometimes common people practicing it regularly are better than professionals. Khapsagai is an integral part of competitions during the Ysyakh festival in June, the favorite holiday of our people because we all are happy to welcome summer. 
Winners of those competitions became national heroes for decades; legends about their wins on the green mat spread by word of mouth, from one generation to another.
The Yakut people have always esteemed mighty and adroit warriors and created legends and tales, depicted them in the national epic Olonkho. However, the legendary heroes never misuse their power.Olonkho characters, such as Ayii Nyurgun Bohtur, Mulju Bege, Ayii Juragastai, Erbekhtei Bergen and others were kind-hearted guards of the Middle World people. Interesting is the fact that during the final battle with their enemies they won them with khapsagai holds. Researches have established that Olonkho originated over a thousand years ago. That means that khapsagai 



11appeared at the same time or even earlier, and served as a martial art to win battles and bring up strong people.    
 These behavior morals were handed over from fathers to sons, from grandparents to grandchildren. For the Sakha people it is particularly not approved to parade one’s might, strength or other physical abilities.

 Yakut people still recall legendary strongmen of the 19th-20th centuries: Mayagatta Bert Khara, Ivan Alexandrov nicknamed Kyustekh Ivan (Ivan the Strong), Mikhail Karamzin – Mas Mekheele (Mikhail the Stick), Konon Popov – Kyustekh Konon (Konan the Strong) from Ust-Aldan region; Biestyakh Bochokh from Khangalas region; Prokopy Bryzgaev – Byogyo Taragai (Strong Bold-headed) from Churapcha region; Sofron Andreev – Kere Kihi (Good Man’s Son) from Nyurba region; Kharlampy Vasiliev – Aappy from Verkhoyansk region; Vasily Stepanov – Buchuguras and Nikita Doktorov – Bychyrdan from Verkhnevilyuisk region; and many others. People also remmeber names of  the Manchary Games absolute winners of different years: Maxim Vasiliev, Yury Andreev, Zakhar Chukrov and his sons Nikolai and Nyurgun, Sergei Skryabin, Anatoly Andreev, Pyotr Tabunanov, Leonid Nikolaev, Mikhail 

Tikhonov, Pyotr Nikolaev, Alexander Bryzgalov, Pyotr Burtsev, Vasilt Struchkov, Andrei Yakolev, Nikolai Semyonov, Vadim Semyonov, Semyon Semyonov and others. 
 As a sport, khapsagai is a duel, where an athlete, using vatious holds, has to make his opponent loose balance and touch the ground or mat with any part of his body. Even an accidental touch is considered defeat. Khapsagai differs from other kinds of wrestling (freestyle, Greek-Roman) in the rule that athletes fight in standing position only. The combat lasts for 2-4 minutes, the ground or mat must be round, of 9 meters in diameter.

 Athletes can hold any part of an opponent’s body – arms, waist, legs. It is prohibited to get hold of fingers, the head with two hands. Most common holds are ankle trips, throws with leg holds (often a lower leg).
 A duel may end in one athlete winning and the other loosing or both athletes loosing after getting warnings for passive behavior. Absolute win is awarded when at athlete has made his opponent touch the mat or ground with any part of his body. Should both athletes touch the ground of mat at the same time, referees may choose to continue the duel with the athlete being attacked getting a warning.
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13In the absence of absolute win, if both wrestlers have warnings by the end of a dual, the win goes to one having less warnings (2:0, 2:1). An athlete with three warnings is withdrawn from a duel. If both wrestlers have the equal number of warning at the end of a duel, one who gets the last warning loses.Absolute championship reveals the strongest among wrestlers of all ages and weight categories. Competitions are held with the Olympic system – withdrawal after first defeat.
Final duel lasts for 10 minutes with additional 2 minutes given if there is no winner by the end of the initial time. 
Ranging in age and weight category enables wide coverage of the population – from children to elderly people. The Bohtur Games among the youth gather up to 2,000 athletes, and large-scale republic’s competitions among adults – 300-400 people. The following age and weight categories exist:
•	juveniles,	10-11	years	old	–	30,	35,	40-,	45,	over 45 kg;
•	youth	junior,	12-13	years	old	–	40,	45,	50,	55,	over 55 kg;
•	youth	middle,	14-15	years	old	–	45,	50,	55,	62, over 62 kg;

•	youth	senior,	16-17	years	old	–	50,	55,	62,	70,	over 70 kg;
•		men,	18	years	old	and	up	–	55,	62,	70,	80,	90, 120 kg;
•	veterans,	over	40	years	old	–	60,	70,	80,	over	80 kg.
 The fact that khapsagai wrestling and freestyle wrestling have much in common helped put athletes to achieve success at all-Russian, international competitions and the Olympic Games.
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15M as-wrestling or stick pulling is 
another Yakut national sport. 
However simple it might 
appear at first glance, it is truly 
unparalleled. Mas-wrestling is the only contact-free combat where athletes battle fro a stick without hopping or throwing each other. Mas-wrestling requires all muscle group be well-developed, since during a short combat all the body works: the neck, back, limbs, and of course, head. So only a harmoniously developed athlete can succeed. Mas-wrestling is a democratic sport – it can be practiced by men and women of different ages. It is also affordable, since the only equipment you need is a stick, board and two smaller side boards with grooves in the middle to fix the latter. 

Mas-wrestling is an old exercise. Folklore sources say that each young Yakut has to acquire certain properties to be considered a bohtur (warrior, real man).This sport improved such physical and moral qualities as strength, adroitness, quickness, stamina, courage and vigor. The sport was practiced all the year round: the equipment was simple and one could practice it anywhere – at home, in the yard, on a meadow.
With – 70 degrees Celsius in winter and up 

to 40 degrees in summer, living in the North means constant struggle for surviving. This is the reason why Sakha people have always practiced original physical exercises, willingly and far and wide, and hold various competitions. All Yakut athletes wining international fame did mas-wrestling at a certain period of their lives. There is hardly a person among the Yakut people who has never participated in mas-wrestling competitions. At present we admire and take pride in Platon Platonov – Okko Bukhatyr, Nikolai Kolodko, Anatoly Baishev, Yevgeny Sivtsev, Nikolai Diakonov, Ivan Belolyubsky and others.
 The modern term ‘mas-wrestling was proposed by Roman Dmitriev, the first Sakha Olympic champion in freestyle wrestling. ‘Mas’ meaning ‘a wooden stick’ in Yakut is combined with the English word ‘wrestling’. Having this name, the Yakut sport started its spread in the world.

 Competitions in mas-wrestling take place on a platform – steady, smooth and not slippery, 4 to 5 meters big and 60 cm high. Athletes sit on the ground facing each other and rest their feet against a special board made from larch or birch-tree and fixed at the both ends. The board is 200-180 cm long, 22-24 cm wide and 5 cm thick, with rounded and smooth upper edges. Fixing ends are 50 cm long, 20 cm wide, 
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2-4 cm lower than the board, smooth and with rounded angles and edges. The stick is made from a birch-tree    cylinder, 50 cm long and 33 mm in diameter for juniors, men, veterans and women, and 30 mm for juveniles. Weight categories: men (18 and up) – 56, 62, 68, 74, 82, 90, 105 and over 105 kg; women (18 and up) – 50, 56, 62, 68, 74, 82 and over 82 kg; youth (15-17) – 45, 50, 56, 62, 68, 74 and 
over 74 kg.
 At the beginning the athlete winning a draw chooses the stick hold – internal or external. With the referee’s command “Olor” (“Sit down!”), athletes sit down facing each other resting their feet at the middle of the board and holding the stick as determined by the draw. The stick is supposed to be above and parallel to the board; hands and fingers not overlapping. The preparation is short – less than 1 minute between “Olor” (similar to “On your marks”) and “Belem” (“Get set”) and “Che” (“Go”). First, the athlete choosing the internal hold clasps the stick, then the second, choosing the external hold; after that they cannot let the stick go. A combat begins with “Belem!” and “Che!” commands. When one of the athletes wins, the referee stops the combat with a whistle or “Tokhto!” (“Stop”) command and stretches his hand towards the winner. With a disputable situation, the referee stops a combat 

with a whistle or “Tokhto!” command and stretches two arms in front of him with thumbs up and the rest clenched in fists. The athletes have an additional combat with the same hold position. Each combat lasts for less than 2 minutes. During the second combat opponents change the hold. At 1:1 score the referee holds a draw again and the athlete who wins chooses the hold (internal or external).
 After “Olor!’ command and till the combat end athletes are not allowed to do the following:•	clasp	opponent’s	hands;
•	tug	the	stick	before	“Che!”	command;•	hols	the	stick	at	one’s	side	before	start;•	release	and	 rehold,	 and	 rotate	 the	 stick	before	start;
•	hook	and	 rest	 the	stick	and/or	arm	against	 the	board;
•	rest	 legs,	body	or	head	against	the	board	fixing	ends;
•	rotate	 the	stick	over	90	degrees	both	vertically	and horizontally;
Warnings are given:
•	for	a	prohibited	hold	or	action;
•	to	 the	 first	 releasing	 the	 hold	 before	 “Che!”	command, when two referees (main and side) hold the stick at the both ends parallel to the board;



17•	if	 a	win	 is	 achieved	 by	 forbidden	 action	 or	hold, the athlete using it gets a warning, the win is canceled and the combat continues;
•	if	 an	 athlete	 gets	 two	warnings	 during	 one	combat,	he/she	looses	this	combat;
•	if	 an	 athlete	 fails	 to	 maintain	 discipline;	with	severe	violation	he/she	can	be	withdrawn	from	competitions.
Win	in	a	combat	goes	to	an	athlete	if	he/she:•	pulls	over	(tugs)	the	stick;
•	pulls	an	opponent	over	with	the	stick;•	opponent	 detaches	 both	 feet	 from	 the	board;
•	opponent	 gets	 second	 warning	 during	 one	combat;
•	opponent	moves	one	or	both	 legs	over	 the	board further the knee level;
•	opponent	releases	a	hand	(hands);•	opponent	 touches	 the	 fixing	 ends	with	 the	body	and/or	head	(except	for	arms)	and	/or	rests	the	legs against the fixing ends. 
Victory in the entire duel goes to an athlete:•	wining	two	combats	during	one	duel;•	at	2:0	score	if	an	opponent	fails	to	enter	the	platform within 1 minute;
•	at	2:0	score	if	an	opponent	cannot	continue	due to injury;

•	at	 2:0	 score	 if	 an	 opponent	 is	 withdrawn	from competitions;
A victory in a duel gives one point, defeat – zero points.
A disputable situation is announced when:•	both	 opponents	 fall	 at	 the	 same	 time	 and	cannot continue a duel;
•	referees	disagree;
•	the	stick	breaks;
•	opponents	let	the	stick	go	at	the	same	time.
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19Y akut jumps were described as early as in the 18th century by first explorers of Siberia and the North.
 Kylyy are jumps on one leg imitating crane’s run before taking wing; ystanga – skipping like a moose or deer; kuobakh – hopping on both legs, so it is literally translated as “hare’s jumps”. Yakut jumps are very common in the republic. In 1957 they determined standards for being nominated Master of Sports of Yakut Republic, and in 1972 Russia introduced qualification “Master of Sports of Russia in National Sports”.

 Kylyy jumps – ten subsequent running jumps on one (take-off) leg ending at the eleventh jump with landing on both legs.
 Ystanga jumps – ten alternating running jumps from one leg to another ending at the eleventh jump with landing on both legs.
 Kuobakh jumps – eleven subsequent jumps on both legs, starting with running or initial jump forward.
 Athletes compete in all three kinds of jumps. Best results in kylyy, ystanga and kuobakh are added and make the triathlon sum.
 The peculiarity of Yakut jumps is that marks are set along the entire jumping distance. But in 

general, Yakut jumps competition rules have much in common with track and field athletics rules for long jump and triple running jump.
 Kylyy and ystanga jumps are running, while kuobakh jumps may be standing. Taking-off distance cannot exceed 45 meters. Each participant has a right to set his own marks along the track, but they are not to impede other athletes. 

 A participant is supposed to make eleven jumps. Should he make more or less, the try is not taken into account.
 With kuobakh jumps, a;; the jumps are to be made without stopping. Feet may be half a foot apart; toes – on one line all the time; and athletes are supposed to land on both feet at the same time. Each jumper has three tries, with the best being taken into account.

 Eight athletes with the best results in preliminary competitions meet again in the final, where they have another three jumps each. Inside competitions may be held with 7 or 11 marks, in accordance with competition regulations.     
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21O ut of national table games, indigenous people of Yakutia particularly enjoy playing khamyska (dibs game) and khabylyk (splinter game).
Recent years have seen revival of tarynka and akhsan games.

KHAMYSKA (game with dibs)
The name of the game originates from the Russian word kamushki meaning “pebbles”, but in fact it is an aboriginal Yakut popular game. 
The dibs may be wooden cubes 1x1.5 cm or even big fish vertebrae. You need 5 dibs. Number of players is not limited. Everyone stands around a table and determine who is going to start. There is one marked dib that is the main one. The game coordinator tosses the dibs up to 50-100 cm. Players catch falling dibs and one getting the marked dib is to start.

The first player takes the five dibs and grips them in	his/her	right	hand.	He/she	tosses	one	dib	dropping	the	other	four	on	the	table.	Then	he/she	picks	one	dib	and catches the one tossed. This goes on until all the dibs are picked up from the table. In the second round the player is supposed to pick up two dibs at a time while	catching	the	tossed	one.	 In	the	third	round	he/

she first picks up one, then the remaining three dibs. In the fourth round the player, while tossing one dib, is supposed to place the rest on the table, one by one. In the fifth round the dibs are not placed on the table, the	player	collects	them	on	his/	her	palm.	In	the	sixth	round, while the dib tossed is mid-air, the player is supposed to pick up the dib shown by an opponent without touching the others. In the seventh round the player scatters four dibs on the table, tosses the fifth one, and hitting the table hard picks the four dibs and catches the fifth. A player who manages to complete all the	rounds	at	once			becomes	a	winner.	Is	he/she	fails	somewhere, another player takes turn. When a turn comes	back	to	a	player,	he/she	starts	from	the	moment	he/she	has	made	mistake	in	the	previous	round.The player who completes more rounds or makes more turns without failures becomes ‘a master’ and orders a defeated player go under the table. The looser obeys his commands: sings, cites poems, tells tongue-twisters and alike.

KHABYLYK (game with splinters)
This is an old game. Children would gather at the table or on the ground – any flat surface. There are five major figures: ‘magpie’, ‘horse’, ‘deer’, ‘mare’ and ‘foal’. Besides, there are 55 ‘cows’ (plain 
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splinters). ‘Magpie’ has a star carved on its ‘head’; ‘ ‘deer’ has a hole in its ‘stomach’ and 7 denticles; ‘horse’ – 5 denticles; ‘mare’ – stomach, stylized udder and 3 denticles; ‘foal’ is similar to ‘horse’ but has 2 denticles. One major figure is worth several plain ‘cows’: ‘magpie’ is worth 10 ‘cows’; ‘horse’ – 5 ‘cows’; ‘deer’ – 7 ‘cows’; ‘mare’ – 3 ‘cows’; and ‘foal’ – 2 ‘cows’.
 In total, there are 60 splinters 20-23 cm long, 0.5 cm thick; major figures are 2 cm and ‘cows’ 1 cm wide.  Both children and adults play this game. The rightmost player begins, then the rest in counterclockwise direction. All the splinters are tossed and players try to catch them; one who gets a major figure starts. The player grips the splinters, tosses them 10-20 cm	up	 trying	 to	make	 them	 land	on	his/her	backhand.	The caught splinters are tossed again an\d this time caught with the palm. The caught splinters are halved; if one ‘cow’ remains, the player keeps it and continues the game. The player tries to catch major figures by one. If he/she	succeeds,	the	player	takes	the	amount	of	‘cows’	the figure is worth. If the player catches even number of splinters, the next player takes turn. Having caught all the ‘cows’ players start catching major figures. The player puts	the	five	splinters	on	his/her	right	palm,	tosses	them	and catches with the backhand, tosses again and catches one splinter with the middle and ring fingers. At the end 

of a game players count their cows.
The player with more ‘cows’ become ‘a master’, the looser gets under the table and sits there until the master	knocks	the	table	three	times.	If	he/she	does	not	do so, the looser remains under the table during the entire game.

 This game can be played anywhere. You can play individually or have teams to compete.
 The games are exciting and involving. Not being very sophisticated, they improve rapid response, manual dexterity, and coordination.
 Khamyska and khabylyk games are included into the program of the Ancestors Games, traditional schoolchildren competitions; there are the republic’s championships, where winners become the republic’s champions and achieve ranking.
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